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**Title:** *Laud vs. People of the Philippines: A Critical Examination on the Legality of
Search Warrants in Special Criminal Cases*

—

**Facts:**

On July 10, 2009, the Philippine National Police (PNP) sought a search warrant from the
Manila Regional Trial Court (RTC), for three caves within the Laud Compound in Davao
City, believed to contain remains of “Davao Death Squad” victims. Ernesto Avasola testified
to witnessing the burial of six individuals in December 2005. On July 15, 2009, the search
executed yielded human remains.

Retired SPO4 Bienvenido Laud challenged the search warrant (No. 09-14407) on several
grounds, including jurisdictional issues and the lack of probable cause. The Manila-RTC
initially quashed the warrant but was overturned by the Court of Appeals (CA), affirming its
validity.

Petitions and motions filed evolved from Laud’s Urgent Motion to Quash, to the People’s
Motion for Reconsideration denied by the Manila-RTC, leading to the People’s successful
petition for certiorari before the CA. Ultimately, this case ascended to the Supreme Court
upon Laud’s petition for review, focusing on issues around the search warrant’s issuance
and execution.

—

**Issues:**

1. Whether administrative penalties against Judge Peralta invalidated the search warrant.
2. Whether the Manila-RTC had jurisdiction and complied with requirements under Rule 126
of the Rules of Court for issuing the search warrant.
3.  Whether  probable  cause  existed  and  the  specifics  of  the  search  were  adequately
described, relates to the one-specific-offense rule.
4. Whether the PNP committed forum shopping in applying for the search warrant.

—

**Court’s Decision:**
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The Supreme Court denied Laud’s petition, affirming the CA’s decision, with reasons as
follows:

– **Administrative Penalties:** Judge Peralta was deemed a de facto officer when issuing the
search warrant. His penalties did not invalidate his actions, emphasizing the role of a de
facto officer’s validity in public interactions and legal acts.

– **Jurisdiction & Rule 126 Compliance:** The Court outlined exceptions for heinous crimes
like murder, allowing Manila-RTC to issue search warrants beyond its territorial jurisdiction.
It  adhered  to  protocols  for  special  criminal  cases,  contradicting  the  idea  of  required
compelling reasons outside the judicial region.

– **Probable Cause & Specifics of the Search:** Established by Avasola’s testimony, the
Court  found  sufficient  grounds  for  believing  the  crime  occurred  within  the  specified
location.  The  description  met  constitutional  requirements,  addressing  the  one-specific-
offense rule effectively.

– **Forum Shopping:** Given the differences between the search warrant applications in
Davao and Manila, notably concerning the witnesses and locations, the Court concluded no
forum shopping occurred.

—

**Doctrine:**

The Supreme Court emphasized the doctrine concerning the issuance of search warrants in
special criminal cases beyond the territorial jurisdiction of issuing courts. It clarified the
validity of acts executed by de facto officers and the standards for evaluating probable
cause and the specificity of search warrants under Philippine law.

—

**Class Notes:**

– *De Facto Officer Doctrine*: Acts by officers with colorable authority are valid concerning
the public or third parties.
– *Probable Cause for Search Warrants*: Requires evidence suggesting a crime has likely
been committed and connected to the place/things to be searched.
– *Particular Description Requirement*: Search warrants must precisely describe the search
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location and items, allowing officers to accurately identify the target location.These aspects
aid in understanding the legal standards and procedural requirements for search warrants,
especially in special criminal cases.

—

**Historical Background:**

This  case  highlights  the  evolving  legal  interpretations  and  procedural  challenges  in
addressing crimes that attract significant public attention, like those allegedly committed by
the “Davao Death Squad”. It underscores the judiciary’s role in balancing law enforcement’s
needs with individual rights protections, contributing to jurisprudence on search warrants
and due process.


